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MT] Perfect as
a student's first
scientific talc
EC -4048. All the basic func-
tions of scientific calculators
(trig, statistics, and scientific
notation), but the keyboard is
very simple and uncluttered,

maKing It easier to learn operation. Handles fraction
calculations, so it will be especially useful to middle -
school students or higher. 10 -digit mantissa, 2 -digit
exponent. Flip -out stand, cover. 65-1081 ....14.99

IZEM Building -trades calculator
EC -300. Functions for all building trades. Easy, one -button cal-
culations for figuring construction jobs-both in planning and
costing. Works directly with yards, feet and inches in /2, /4, /8,
/16, /32, and /64th inch parts without converting to decimals.
Built-in functions for converting between metric and U.S. units
of measurement, including temperature conversions. Buttons to
directly handle triangle, circle, arc problems. 65-532.... 29.99

World's easiest -to -use
conversion calculator
EC -227. Virtually nothing to learn-in thirty seconds
you'll be an expert! Simply enter the value to be converted
and press a button that tells the calculator the original
unit, then press a button to convert it; inches to millimeters,
miles to kilometers, gallons to liters-over 300 conversions
in volume, area, weight, length, temperature, and cubic
measurements. Includes many rare conversions like
hectare, teaspoon, cup, tablespoon. Also, converts fractions
to decimals and decimals to fractions to the nearest 'L".
Dual powered. 165-524 39.99

MEI Metric
conversion talc
EC -252. Just press 2 keys to
change a measurement from metric
to U.S. units, or vice versa. 22 built-
in functions convert weight, volume,
distance and temperature units. Big,
easy -to -read display tilts forward to
avoid reflected -light glare and pro-

vide a more comfortable viewing angle. Auto switches from
solar to battery power in dim light. Auto power -off saves
batteries. 65-538 14.99

Financial calculators

Electronic checkbook balancing
EC -455. Couldn't be easier to keep accurate records
of your checking account. Just enter your deposit and
checking transactions as they occur. Memory stores
your bank balance, even when off. Billfold case holds
your check register, pen, checks and credit cards. Dual
powered. 65-569 15.99

AP TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

- Business/
finance calculator
Texas Instruments BALI Plus.
Built-in functions for time -value -of -
money calculations-leases, annu-
ities, mortgages, savings, more.
Handles cash -flow analysis; com-
putes NPV and IRR. Four methods
of calculating depreciation, book
value and remaining depreciable

amount. Math functions include trig, logs, powers, plus
break-even analysis.
65-520 39.99

Looking for a
Hard -to -Find
Calculator?
We've Got It!

Why shop anywhere eke? You're virtually sure

to find the calculator you need at RadioShack.

We stock dozens of models, and dozens more

are available for fast delivery direct to your door

through RadioShack Unlimited.

Woodgrain desktop
calculator/calendar/clock
Closed, it's an attractive wooden accent for your
desk. Open, it's a 200 -year calendar (both daily and
monthly view), an alarm clock with built-in world -
time clock for 16 international cities, and an 8 -digit
calculator. 65-521 19.99

Calculator
with alarm
clock and
calendar
EC -217. Combines
3 really convenient
functions in a com-
pact case small

enough to fit in a shirt pocket. Full -function calcula-
tor. Easy -to -set alarm. Date and time are displayed
digitally. Monthly view of 200 -year calendar. Protec-
tive folding hard case. Was $19.99 in '99 catalog.
65-533 New Low Price! 14.99
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